
K A T E  D E L O R E
Born in Munich Germany, we caught up with professional model Kate Delore and asked her a 
few questions about her experiences as a model in the fashion industry so far. Starting as a plus 
size model, she has travelled extensively and has worked with some well known clients such as 
Moshiki who make an assortment of different style skirts and dresses, FHM magazine and Bogner.  

Ondine [O]: 
How long have you been modeling?
Kate [K]: 
I have been modeling for over 10 
years.
(O): 
Who is your agency?
[K]: 
They are LST Models and are based 
out in Vienna, Austria
(O):
Give us a small biography about 
yourself Kate. How didyou start your 
career  who were your bigegest 
insirations?. 
[K]: 
When I was 19 years old I started off 
as a Plus Size model in industry. I was 
inspired by the great model Chrystal 
Renn. I had a very similar curvy 
body like her; I did a lot of model jobs 
for different plus size labels in Europe 
and the USA. For the past three years 
I’ve being working as a ‘normal’ 
model for commercial, fashion and 
beauty jobs. There is a lot of work 
involved being a professional model. 
(O):
What have been some challenges 
you’ve faced and how did you you 
overcome them Kate?
(K):
As a curvy model I lived some time 
in a model’s appartement in New 
York City. It was  a lonely, stressful time 
and it was not easy to get jobs there. 
Despite that experience I kept going 
on strong and finally a high profile 
model agency contracted me. Since

that time I have learned to work hard, 
to believe in myself and to never give 
up on your dreams.
(O):
What has been your most poud 
moment and why?
(K):
Looking back at my life as a model 
over the past few years I’ve had 
some really good memories; I have 
worked with some awesome clients; 
this makes me proud! I get a very 
happy feeling inside. 
(O):
What kind of style do you like Kate?
[K]:
I love clothes which are womanly 
and elegant. I love to show my 
feminity with colorful dresses or skirts 
combined with overknees or suitable

stilettos. My favorite color to dress in 
is sky blue.
(O):
Where do you hope to take your 
modelling?
[K]:
Modeling means to me to make a 
huge life experience, to see many 
interesting places in the world and 
especially to learn about yourself. 
I hope to get farther some excited 
modeljobs.
(O):
What deisgners or brands have you 
worked for?
[K]:
Ì ve worked for many clients such 
as Just Eve, Bon Prix, KIR Munich 
Magazine, Plus Model Magazine NYC,  
Moshiki, FHM Magazine, Edenred, 
C&A, Emotion Magazine, Bogner, JOY 
Magazine to name a few.
(O):
What’s your favourite accessory?
[K]:
I prefer to wear big necklaces in all 
colours over simple and tight black or 
white shirts.
(O):
Beach holiday or ske resort?
[K]:
Both! This year my summer adventure 
will take place in a trendy villa in 
Croatia in the midst of a wilderness. It 
should be great fun.
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